
Mount with strap Sunnylife for DJI RC / RC 2 controller (red Ref: 5906168433542
Mount with strap Sunnylife for DJI RC / RC 2 controller (red) ZJ764-R

Holder with lanyard Sunnylife for DJI RC / RC 2 controller (red, ZJ764-R).
The Sunnylife accessory will  serve as your controller holder and make it  easier to use your device. Thanks to the practical,  adjustable
lanyard,  you  will  successfully  hang  your  DJI  RC  or  DJI  RC  2  around  your  neck.  The  non-slip,  robust  design  of  the  product  ensures  the
safety of the device. In addition, the handle is adjustable - so you can set the controller on it at any angle.
 
Many possibilities of use
With Sunnylife you do not have to limit yourself. You can successfully use the product in many ways. Thanks to the lanyard, the length of
which  can  be  adjusted  from 62.5  to  80  cm,  you  can  comfortably  hang  the  controller  around  your  neck.  If  you  don't  want  to  use  the
lanyard at the moment, you can still comfortably carry the DJI RC or DJI RC 2 using the hook. The accessory also allows you to rest the
device around your waist for easy handling. It is also possible to place the controller on a flat surface, freeing up your hands.
 
Sturdy construction
A durable aluminum alloy was used for the hook, which was CNC machined. In turn, the lining was made of microfiber, and the strap was
made of PU leather. The materials used helped ensure resistance to damage, so you can be sure that the product will  serve you for a
long time. In addition, the non-slip grip makes it easy to carry the controller. The product was designed with DJI RC and DJI RC 2 models
in mind, so it does not block access to ports.
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Included:
Handle x1Lanyard x1Allen wrench x2Screw x2
 
ManufacturerSunnylifeModelZJ764RCompatibilityDJI RC / RC 2MaterialAluminum alloy + PU leatherLength62,5 to 80 cmColorred

Preço:

€ 35.50
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